As eries of papers has developed a statistical mechanics of neocortical interactions (SMNI), deriving aggregate behavior of experimentally observed columns of neurons from statistical electrical-chemical properties of synaptic interactions. While not useful to yield insights at the single neuron level, SMNI has demonstrated its capability in describing large-scale properties of short-term memory and electroencephalographic (EEG) systematics. The necessity of including nonlinear and stochastic structures in this development has been stressed. Sets of EEG and evokedp otential data were fit, collected to investigate genetic predispositions to alcoholism and to extract brain "signatures" of shortterm memory.A daptive Simulated Annealing (ASA), a global optimization algorithm, was used to perform maximum likelihood fits of Lagrangians defined by path integrals of multivariate conditional probabilities. Canonical momenta indicators (CMI) are thereby derivedf or individual'sE EG data. The CMI give better signal recognition than the rawd ata, and can be used to advantage as correlates of behavioral states. These results give strong quantitative support for an accurate intuitive picture, portraying neocortical interactions as having common algebraic or physics mechanisms that scale across quite disparate spatial scales and functional or behavioral phenomena, i.e., describing interactions among neurons, columns of neurons, and regional masses of neurons.
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MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
Fitting a multivariate nonlinear stochastic model to data is a necessary,b ut not sufficient procedure in developing newdiagnostic software. Even an accurate model fit well to real data may not be immediately useful to clinicians and experimental researchers. To fill this void, the powerful intuitive basis of the mathematical physics used to develop SMNI has been utilized to describe the model in terms of rigorous CMI that provide an immediate intuitive portrait of the EEG data, faithfully describing the neocortical system being measured. The CMI give anenhanced signal overthe rawdata, and give some insights into the underlying columnar interactions.
CMI, Information, Energy
In the first SMNI papers, it was noted that this approach permitted the calculation of a true nonlinear nonequilibrium "information" entity at columnar scales. With reference to a steady state P(M)f or a short-time Gaussian-Markovian conditional probability distribution P of variablesM,w hen it exists, an analytic definition of the information gainΥ in stateP(M)o vert he entire neocortical volume is defined by [72, 73] 
where a path integral is defined such that all intermediate-time values ofM appearing in the folded shorttime distributionsP are integrated over. This is quite general for anys ystem that can be described as Gaussian-Markovian [74] , evenifonly in the short-time limit, e.g., the SMNI theory.
As time evolves, the distribution likely no longer behavesi naG aussian manner,a nd the apparent simplicity of the short-time distribution must be supplanted by numerical calculations. The Feynman
Lagrangian is written in the midpoint discretization, for a specific macrocolumn corresponding to
This discretization defines a covariant Lagrangian L F that possesses a variational principle for arbitrary noise, and that explicitly portrays the underlying Riemannian geometry induced by the metric tensor g GG′ , calculated to be the inverse of the covariance matrix g GG′ .U sing the Einstein summation convention, 
where R is the Riemannian curvature, and the discretization is explicitly denoted in the mesh of M G ι s by ι.
If M is a field, e.g., also dependent on a spatial variable x discretized by ν ,t hen the variables M G s is increased to M Gν s ,e .g., as prescribed for the macroscopic neocortex. The term R/6 in L F includes a Lester Ingber contribution of R/12 from the WKB approximation to the same order of (∆t) 3/2 [75] .
Aprepoint discretization for the same probability distribution P givesamuch simpler algebraic form,
butt he Lagrangian L so specified does not satisfy a variational principle useful for moderate to large noise; its associated variational principle only provides information useful in the weak-noise limit [76] .
The neocortexp resents a system of moderate noise. Still, this prepoint-discretized form has been quite useful in all systems examined thus far,s imply requiring a somewhat finer numerical mesh. Note that although integrations are indicated overah uge number of independent variables, i.e., as denoted by dM Gν s ,t he physical interpretation afforded by statistical mechanics makes these systems mathematically and physically manageable.
It must be emphasized that the output need not be confined to complexa lgebraic forms or tables of numbers. Because L F possesses a variational principle, sets of contour graphs, at different long-time epochs of the path-integral of P,i ntegrated overa ll its variables at all intermediate times, give a visually intuitive and accurate decision aid to viewt he dynamic evolution of the scenario. Fore xample, as given in Table 1 , this Lagrangian approach permits a quantitative assessment of concepts usually only loosely defined. These physical entities provide another form of intuitive,b ut quantitatively precise, presentation of these analyses [68, 77] . In this study,the above canonical momenta are referred to canonical momenta indicators (CMI).
In a prepoint discretization, where the Riemannian geometry is not explicit (but calculated in the first SMNI papers), the distributions of neuronal activities p σ i is developed into distributions for activity under an electrode site P in terms of a Lagrangian L and threshold functions F G , minicolumns within regions, and across regions, resp. The nearest-neighbor interactions V can be modeled in greater detail by a stochastic mesoscopic neural network [14] . The SMNI papers give more Lester Ingber detail on this derivation.
In terms of the above variables, an energy or Hamiltonian density H can be defined,
in terms of the M G and Π G variables, and the path integral is nowd efined overa ll the DM G as well as overthe DΠ G variables.
Nonlinear String Model
Am echanical-analog model the string model, is derivede xplicitly for neocortical interactions using SMNI [12] . In addition to providing overlap with current EEG paradigms, this defines a probability distribution of firing activity,w hich can be used to further investigate the existence of other nonlinear phenomena, e.g., bifurcations or chaotic behavior,inbrain states.
Previous SMNI studies have detailed that maximal numbers of attractors lie within the physical firing space of M G ,c onsistent with experimentally observed capacities of auditory and visual STM, when a "centering" mechanism is enforced by shifting background conductivities of synaptic interactions, consistent with experimental observations under conditions of selective attention [4, 6, 15, 16, 78] . This leads to an effect of having all attractors of the short-time distribution lie along a diagonal line in M G space, effectively defining a narrowp arabolic trough containing these most likely firing states. This essentially collapses the 2 dimensional M G space down to a 1 dimensional space of most importance.
Thus, the predominant physics of short-term memory and of (short-fiber contribution to) EEG phenomena takes place in a narrow' 'parabolic trough''i n M G space, roughly along a diagonal line [4] . Here, G represents E or I , M E represents contributions to columnar firing from excitatory neurons, and M I represents contributions to columnar firing from inhibitory neurons. The object of interest within a short refractory time, τ ,a pproximately 5 to 10 msec, is the Lagrangian L for a mesocolumn, detailed above.
τ L can vary by as much as a factor of 10 5 from the highest peak to the lowest valleyi n M G space.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a single independent firing variable might offer a crude description of this physics. Furthermore, the scalp potential Φ can be considered to be a function of this firing variable. (Here, ''potential''refers to the electric potential, not the potential term in the Lagrangian above.) In an abbreviated notation subscripting the time-dependence,
where d ν are constants to be fitted at each electrode site, and T µ→ν are the delay times estimated above for inter-electrode signal propagation, based on anatomical knowledge of the neocortexa nd of velocities of propagation of action potentials of long-ranged fibers, typically on the order of one to several multiples of τ =5m sec. Some terms in which d directly affects the shifts of synaptic parameters B G G′ when calculating the centering mechanism also contain long-ranged efficacies (inverse conductivities) B * E E′ .
Therefore, the latter were kept fixed with the other electrical-chemical synaptic parameters during these fits. Future fits will experiment taking the T 's asparameters.
This defines the conditional probability distribution for the measured scalp potential Φ ν ,
The probability distribution for all electrodes is taken to be the product of all these distributions:
Note that the belief in the dipole or nonlinear-string model is being invoked. The model SMNI, derived
, is for a macrocolumnar-averaged minicolumn; hence it is expected to be a reasonable approximation to represent a macrocolumn, scaled to its contribution to Φ ν .H ence, L is used to represent this macroscopic regional Lagrangian, scaled from its mesoscopic mesocolumnar counterpart L.H owev er, the above expression for P ν uses the dipole assumption to also use this expression to represent several to manym acrocolumns present in a region under an electrode: A macrocolumn has a spatial extent of about a mm. It is often argued that typically several macrocolumns firing coherently account for the electric potentials measured by one scalp electrode [79] . Then, this model is being tested to see if the potential will scale to a representative macrocolumn. The results presented here seem to confirm that this approximation is in fact quite reasonable. Lester Ingber
The parabolic trough described above justifies a form
where F(Φ)contains nonlinearities awayfrom the trough, σ 2 is on the order of N giventhe derivation of L above,and the integral over x is taken overthe spatial region of interest. In general, there also will be terms linear in ∂Φ/∂t and in ∂Φ/∂x.( This corrects a typo that appears in several papers [12, 13, 17, 19] , incorrectly giving the order of σ 2 as 1/N .T he order N wasfirst derived [13] from σ 2 being expressed as asum overthe E and I diffusions givenabove.)
Previous calculations of EEG phenomena [5] , showt hat the short-fiber contribution to the α frequency and the movement of attention across the visual field are consistent with the assumption that the EEG physics is derivedfrom an average overthe fluctuations of the system, e.g., represented by σ in the above equation. I.e., this is described by the Euler-Lagrange equations derivedf rom the variational principle possessed by L Φ (essentially the counterpart to force equals mass times acceleration), more properly by the ''midpoint-discretized''Feynman L Φ ,with its Riemannian terms [2, 3, 11] .
CMI Sensitivity
In the SMNI approach, "information" is a concept well defined in terms of the probability eigenfunctions of electrical-chemical activity of this Lagrangian. The path-integral formulation presents an accurate intuitive picture of an initial probability distribution of patterns of firings being filtered by the (exponential of the) Lagrangian, resulting in a final probability distribution of patterns of firing.
The utility of a measure of information has been noted by other investigators. For example, there have been attempts to use information as an indexofEEG activity [80, 81] . These attempts have focused on the concept of "mutual information" to find correlations of EEG activity under different electrodes. Other investigators have looked at simulation models of neurons to extract information as a measure of complexity of information processing [82] . Some other investigators have examined the utility of the energy density as a viable measure of information processing STM paradigms [83] .
Statistical Mechanics of Neocortical ...
The SMNI approach at the outset recognizes that, for most brain states of late latency, atleast a subset of regions being measured by several electrodes is indeed to be considered as one system, and their interactions are to be explicated by mathematical or physical modeling of the underlying neuronal processes. Then, it is not relevant to compare joint distributions overa s et of electrodes with marginal distributions overindividual electrodes.
In the context of the present SMNI study,t he CMI transform covariantly under Riemannian transformations, but are more sensitive measures of neocortical activity than other invariants such as the energy density,effectively the square of the CMI, or the information which also effectively is in terms of the square of the CMI (essentially path integrals overq uantities proportional to the energy times a factor of an exponential including the energy as an argument). Neither the energy or the information give details of the components as do the CMI. EEG is measuring a quite oscillatory system and the relative signs of such activity are quite important. The information and energy densities are calculated and printed out after ASA fits along with the CMI.
SMNI APPLICATIONS TOINDIVIDUAL EEG
Data
EEG spontaneous and evokedp otential (EP) data from a multi-electrode array under a variety of conditions was collected at several centers in the United States, sponsored by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) project. The earlier 1991 study used only averaged EP data [84] . These experiments, performed on carefully selected sets of subjects, suggest a genetic predisposition to alcoholism that is strongly correlated to EEG AEP responses to patterned targets.
It is clear that the author is not an expert in the clinical aspects of these alcoholism studies. It suffices for this study that the data used is clean rawEEG data, and that these SMNI, CMI, and ASA techniques can
and should be used and tested on other sources of EEG data as well. turned offand the denominators in F G were set to constants, confirming the importance of using the full SMNI model. All stimuli were presented for 300 msec. Fore xample, c_m_co2c0000337.pot is a figure.
Note that the subject number also includes the {alcoholic | control} tag, but this tag was added just to aid sorting of files (as there are contribution from co2 and co3 subjects). Each figure contains graphs superimposed for 6 electrode sites (out of 64 in the data) which have been modeled by SMNI using a circuitry giveni nT able 2 of frontal sites (F3 and F4) feeding temporal (sides of head T7 and T8) and parietal (top of head P7 and P8) sites, where odd-numbered (even-numbered) sites refer to the left (right) brain.
ASA Tuning
At hree-stage optimization was performed for each of 60 data sets in {a_n, a_m, a_n, c_1, c_m, c_n} of 10 subjects. As described previously,e ach of these data sets had 3-5 parameters for each SMNI electrode-site model in {F3, F4, T7, T8, P7, P8},i.e., 28 parameters for each of the optimization runs, to be fit to over400 pieces of potential data.
Foreach state generated in the fit, prior to calculating the Lagrangian, tests were performed to ensure that all short-ranged and long-ranged firings lay in their physical boundaries. When this test failed, the generated state was simply excluded from the parameter space for further consideration. This is a standard simulated-annealing technique to handle complexconstraints.
First-Stage Optimization
The first-stage optimization used ASA, version 13.1, tuned to give reasonable performance by examining intermediate results of several sample runs in detail. Table 3 givest hose OPTIONS changed from their defaults. (See Appendix A for a discussion of ASA OPTIONS.)
The ranges of the parameters were decided as follows. The ranges of the strength of the long-range connectivities d ν were from 0 to 1. Using the above ASA OPTIONS and ranges of parameters, it was found that typically within several thousand generated states, the global minimum was approached within at least one or twos ignificant figures of the effective Lagrangian (including the prefactor). This estimate was based on final fits achievedw ith hundreds of thousands of generated states. Runs were permitted to continue for 50,000 generated states. This very rapid convergence in these 30-dimensional spaces was partially due to the invocation of the centering mechanism.
Some tests with SMNI parameters offt he diagonal in M G -space, as established by the centering mechanism, confirmed that ASA converged back to this diagonal, but requiring manym ore generated states. Of course, an examination of the Lagrangian shows this trivially,asnoted in previous papers [3, 4] 
Second-Stage Optimization
The second-stage optimization was invokedt om inimize the number of generated states that would have been required if only the first-stage optimization were performed. Extreme quenching was turned on for the parameters (not for the cost temperature), at values of the parameter dimension of 30, increased from 1 (for rigorous annealing). This worked very well, typically achieving the global minimum with 1000 generated states. Runs were permitted to continue for 10000 generated states.
Third-Stage Optimization
The third-stage optimization used a quasi-local code, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [85] , to gain an extra 2 or 3 figures of precision in the global minimum. This typically took several hundred states, and runs were permitted to continue for 500 generated states. Constraints were enforced by the method of penalties added to the cost function outside the constraints.
The BFGS code typically got stuck in a local minimum quite early if invokedj ust after the first-stage optimization. (There neverw as a reasonable chance of getting close to the global minimum using the Lester Ingber BFGS code as a first-stage optimizer.) These fits were much more efficient than those in a previous 1991 study [13] , where VFSR, the precursor code to ASA, was used for a long stage-one optimization which wasthen turned overtoBFGS.
Results
Figs. 1-3 compares the CMI to rawd ata for an alcoholic subject for the a_1, a_m and a_n paradigms.
Figs. 4-6 givessimilar comparisons for a control subject for the c_1, c_m and c_n paradigms. The SMNI CMI give better signal to noise resolution than the rawd ata, especially comparing the significant matching tasks between the control and the alcoholic groups, e.g., the c_m and a_m paradigms. The CMI can be processed further as is the rawdata, and also used to calculate "energy" and "information/entropy" densities. Lester Ingber those studies, future SMNI projects can similarly use recursive ASA optimization, with an inner-shell fitting CMI of subjects' EEG, embedded in an outer-shell of parameterized customized clinician'sAI-type rules acting on the CMI, to create supplemental decision aids.
Canonical momenta offers an intuitive yet detailed coordinate system of some complexsystems amenable to modeling by methods of nonlinear nonequilibrium multivariate statistical mechanics. These can be used as reasonable indicators of newa nd/or strong trends of behavior,u pon which reasonable decisions and actions can be based, and therefore can be be considered as important supplemental aids to other clinical indicators.
CMI and Source Localization
Global ASA optimization, fitting the nonlinearities inherent in the synergistic contributions from shortranged columnar firings and from long-ranged fibers, makes it possible to disentangle their contributions to some specific electrode circuitries among columnar firings under regions separated by cm, at least to the degree that the CMI clearly offer superior signal to noise than the rawd ata. Thus this paper at least establishes the utility of the CMI for EEG analyses, which can be used to complement other EEG modeling techniques. In this paper,ap lausible circuitry was first hypothesized (by a group of experts),
and it remains to be seen just howmanymore electrodes can be added to such studies with the goal being to have ASA fits determine the optimal circuitry.
It is clear that future SMNI projects should integrate current modeling technologies together with the CMI. For example, one approach for adding CMI to this set of tools would be to use source-localization techniques to generate simulated macrocolumnar cortical potentials (effectively a best fit of sourcegenerated potentials to raws calp data) to determine the CMI. The CMI then can provide further disentanglement of short-ranged and long-ranged interactions to determine most likely circuit dynamics.
Since source localization often is a non-unique process, this may provide an iterative approach to aid finer Lester Ingber source localization. That is, SMNI is a nonlinear stochastic model based on realistic neuronal interactions, and it is reasonable to assume that the derivedCMI add much additional information to these localization analyses.
SMNI Features
Sets of EEG data taken during selective attention tasks have been fit using parameters either set to experimentally observed values, or have been fit within experimentally observed values. The ranges of columnar firings are consistent with a centering mechanism derivedfor STM in earlier papers.
These results, in addition to their importance in reasonably modeling EEG with SMNI, also have a deeper theoretical importance with respect to the scaling of neocortical mechanisms of interaction across disparate spatial scales and behavioral phenomena: As has been pointed out previously,S MNI has given experimental support to the derivation of the mesoscopic probability distribution, illustrating common forms of interactions between their entities, i.e., neurons and columns of neurons, respectively.T he nonlinear threshold factors are defined in terms of electrical-chemical synaptic and neuronal parameters all lying within their experimentally observed ranges. It also was noted that the most likely trajectories of the mesoscopic probability distribution, representing averages overcolumnar domains, give a description of the systematics of macroscopic EEG in accordance with experimental observations. It has been demonstrated that the macroscopic regional probability distribution can be derivedt oh av e same functional form as the mesoscopic distribution, where the macroscopic drifts and diffusions of the potentials described by the Φ's are simply linearly related to the (nonlinear) mesoscopic drifts and diffusions of the columnar firing states givenb yt he M G 's.T hen, this macroscopic probability distribution givesareasonable description of experimentally observed EEG.
The theoretical and experimental importance of specific scaling of interactions in the neocortexh as been quantitatively demonstrated on individual brains. The explicit algebraic form of the probability distribution for mesoscopic columnar interactions is drivenb yan onlinear threshold factor of the same form taken to describe microscopic neuronal interactions, in terms of electrical-chemical synaptic and neuronal parameters all lying within their experimentally observed ranges; these threshold factors largely determine the nature of the drifts and diffusions of the system. This mesoscopic probability distribution has successfully described STM phenomena and, when used as a basis to derive the most likely Lester Ingber trajectories using the Euler-Lagrange variational equations, it also has described the systematics of EEG phenomena. In this paper,t he mesoscopic form of the full probability distribution has been taken more seriously for macroscopic interactions, deriving macroscopic drifts and diffusions linearly related to sums of their (nonlinear) mesoscopic counterparts, scaling its variables to describe interactions among regional interactions correlated with observed electrical activities measured by electrode recordings of scalp EEG, with apparent success. These results give strong quantitative support for an accurate intuitive picture, portraying neocortical interactions as having common algebraic or physics mechanisms that scale across quite disparate spatial scales and functional or behavioral phenomena, i.e., describing interactions among neurons, columns of neurons, and regional masses of neurons.
Summary
SMNI is a reasonable approach to extract more ''signal''o ut of the ''noise''i nE EG data, in terms of physical dynamical variables, than by merely performing regression statistical analyses on collateral variables. Tol earn more about complexs ystems, inevitably functional models must be formed to represent huge sets of data. Indeed, modeling phenomena is as much a cornerstone of 20th century science as is collection of empirical data [87] .
It seems reasonable to speculate on the evolutionary desirability of developing Gaussian-Markovian statistics at the mesoscopic columnar scale from microscopic neuronal interactions, and maintaining this type of system up to the macroscopic regional scale. I.e., this permits maximal processing of information [73] . There is much work to be done, but modern methods of statistical mechanics have helped to point the way to promising approaches.
calculated with the random variable y i ,
The generating function g T (y)isdefined,
where the subscript i on T i specifies the parameter index, and the k-dependence in T i (k)for the annealing schedule has been dropped for brevity.I ts cumulative probability distribution is
It is straightforward to calculate that for an annealing schedule for T i
aglobal minima statistically can be obtained. I.e.,
Control can be taken over c i ,such that
where m i and n i can be considered "free" parameters to help tune ASA for specific problems.
ASA OPTIONS
ASA has over100 OPTIONS available for tuning. Afew are most relevant to this project.
Reannealing
Wheneverd oing a multi-dimensional search in the course of a complexn onlinear physical problem, inevitably one must deal with different changing sensitivities of the α i in the search. At anyg iv en annealing-time, the range overw hich the relatively insensitive parameters are being searched can be "stretched out" relative tot he ranges of the more sensitive parameters. This can be accomplished by periodically rescaling the annealing-time k,e ssentially reannealing, every hundred or so acceptanceev ents (or at some user-defined modulus of the number of accepted or generated states), in terms of the sensitivities s i calculated at the most current minimum value of the cost function, C,
In terms of the largest s i = s max ,adefault rescaling is performed for each k i of each parameter dimension, whereby a newindex k′ i is calculated from each k i ,
T i0 is set to unity to begin the search, which is ample to span each parameter dimension.
Quenching
Another adaptive feature of ASA is its ability to perform quenching in a methodical fashion. This is applied by noting that the temperature schedule above can be redefined as
in terms of the "quenching factor" Q i .T he sampling proof fails if Q i >1as
This simple calculation shows howthe "curse of dimensionality" arises, and also givesapossible way of living with this disease. In ASA, the influence of large dimensions becomes clearly focussed on the exponential of the power of k being 1/D,asthe annealing required to properly sample the space becomes prohibitively slow. So, if resources cannot be committed to properly sample the space, then for some systems perhaps the next best procedure may be to turn on quenching, whereby Q i can become on the order of the size of number of dimensions.
The scale of the power of 1/D temperature schedule used for the acceptance function can be altered in a similar fashion. However, this does not affect the annealing proof of ASA, and so this may used without damaging the sampling property.
Self Optimization
If not much information is known about a particular system, if the ASA defaults do not seem to work very well, and if after a bit of experimentation it still is not clear howt os elect values for some of the ASA OPTIONS, then the SELF_OPTIMIZE OPTIONS can be very useful. This sets up a top levels earch on Lester Ingber the ASA OPTIONS themselves, using criteria of the system as its own cost function, e.g., the best attained optimal value of the system'scost function (the cost function for the actual problem to be solved)
for each givens et of top levelO PTIONS, or the number of generated states required to reach a given value of the system'sc ost function, etc. Since this can consume a lot of CPU resources, it is recommended that only a fewASA OPTIONS and a scaled down system cost function or system data be selected for this OPTIONS.
Even if good results are being attained by ASA, SELF_OPTIMIZE can be used to find a more efficient set of ASA OPTIONS. Self optimization of such parameters can be very useful for production runs of complexsystems.
Parallel Code
It is quite difficult to directly parallelize an SA algorithm [26], e.g., without incurring very restrictive constraints on temperature schedules [92] , or violating an associated sampling proof [93] . However, the fatt ail of ASA permits parallelization of developing generated states prior to subjecting them to the acceptance test [14] . The ASA_PARALLEL OPTIONS provide parameters to easily parallelize the code, using various implementations, e.g., PVM, shared memory,etc.
The scale of parallelization afforded by ASA, without violating its sampling proof, is givenb yat ypical ratio of the number of generated to accepted states. Several experts in parallelization suggest that massive parallelization e.g., on the order of the human brain, may takep lace quite far into the future, that this might be somewhat less useful for manyapplications than previously thought, and that most useful scales of parallelization might be on scales of order 10 to 1000. Depending on the specific problem, such scales are common in ASA optimization, and the ASA code can implement such parallelization. 
